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THE-PAY-AS-YOU-GO INCOME TAX PLAN For Release 11 a.m. 
January 6, 194?, 

ADVERTISING CLUB Of NEW YORK 

JANUARY 6, 1943 

A new legislative year has just begun, a new Congress takes up new and 

unfinished legislative business, and a new opportunity is presented to correct an 

old defect in our income tax procedure, a defect which has now had the result of 

putting 27,000,000 income-tax payers in debt for the tex bn their last year's 

income. 

When the federal income tax bill yjas passed in this country in 1315, it had a 

defect which at the time seemed of no practical consequence but which has since 

come to have the greatest importance. This defect was that a citizen was required 

to pay in the year 1914 a tax on his 1913 income. In this way, we got started on a 

vicious practice of paying out of one year's income a tax on the year that had 

already gone. 

I have said that at the time this defect seemed of no practical consequence. 

The renson is that income tax rates were low and affected comparatively few people. 

In 1915 the rates began at 1% and the top, (normal f surtax) was 7%. Exemption for 

a single person was f3,000. Contrast this situation with that which confronts us 

in the Revenue Act of 194?. 

The consequence of these increasing rates is that the debt which people owe 

to the federal government for tax on their last year's income has become a national 

danger. Nothing is to be gained by arguing that peoole ought to have saved the tax 

oa last year's income out of last year's income. The fact is that they did not do 

it and now they cannot do it. 

Statistics showing large increases in aggregate net savings during the past 

year give cold statistical comfort to the majority of income-tax payers. - These 

savings have gone to liquidate old debts, to provide circulating medium needed by 

a vastly expanded and a more mobile working population, to cushion the shock of 

r*cnr\omie to buy war bonds as a foundation for a normal peace-time 
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life. Only a small portion indeed hss been earmarked for taxes on the incoiae of 

1942, earmarked so tightly that it vdll be at hand to permit two years' taxes to be 

paid in the one year of 1943, or even to permit one year's payment if 1943 income 

should for some reason stop. Evidence on this point is everywhere at hand and each 

can judge by his ovm experience and by questioning others. The Gallup poll of 

November .16, 194? showed 7b% are not saving for income tax and 71% underestimated 

the tax they would have to pay. No substantial portion of the tax on 194?, incomes 

been accrued by individual taxpayers in a form either intended or available 

today to meet the tax debt on 1942, and it would come as a chock to the public if 

Congress should require that the 1942 tax be paid concurrently with the income tax 

on the income of 1943. 

The fact is that few people seem to realize how much money they owe the 

government for income tax. They seem to feel that since they have paid an instal-

ment on December 15, and since the next payment isn't due until next March, for the 

tine being at least, they are not in debt for income tax. They are wrong. They 

are in debt nov for income tax on what they earned last year. Under our present 

system this debt will have to be paid whether this year they then have any income or 

not. 

If they die, this amount vdll be taken from -vhatcvor estate they leave. If 

they lose their jobs, there will be a charge against what they have saved. If 

their earnings are less, the full tax must be met out of the lower earnings. 

Nothing can stop the march of the days, and when the due date comes they must pay 

the tax they owe on the income they have already had. It is a real debt, and 

practically all income-tax payers are actually in debt continuously for about one 

year's full income tax. 

There are two broad purposes for reforming our historic income taxi.practice 

in order to placfe our income taxes on a current basis and to eliminate the 

accumulated income-tax debt. The first purpose relates to the financing of the 

war, to the reduction of potentially inflationary purchasing power, and to the 
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preservation of the integrity of our income-tcx system through obtaining the 

highest possible level of collections and the lowest possible level of defaults. 

The second purpose springs from the personal and humane desirability of removing 

from millions of citizens the constant threat of unpaid tax debt, a debt imposed 

under a faulty tax system, unwittingly unprovided for by our citizens, a debt now 

grown so large under present tax rates thrt lo3s of current income for any reason 

by the individual taxpayer brings acute financial and personal distress. 

The first purpose, that of financing the war and maintaining the integrity of 

theome-tax system, appeals powerfully to all students of taxation, in and out of the 

government. They are well aware that the cc rmomic well-being of the country will be 

safeguarded by collecting the taxes on our rising 1945 income in 194? and not a year 

later in 1944. They are also aware of the probability that it will be necessary to 

bupolement the present tax program with a program of compulsory savings, and that th* 

program too must be related to the current income of the citizen. 

These authorities are also apprehensive about income-tax collections and default 

Con re expect ten million new taxpayers to make declarations and begin to pay income 

t-x under the old scheme on what they earned last year? Can we expect these nê T 

taxpayers, or even the old ones, to keep up their payments for tax on their last 

year's income at present rates if their current income should slacken or abruptly 

cease? How would the defaults be handled? Y'ould the federal seize 

their savings, their war bonds, and their homes? 

All these considerations forde the placing of income taxes on a current basis 

and at once, even if t ere were no personal or humane reasons for doing so. But it 

is impossible to get on a current basis without eliminating the tax debt on 1942 

incomes. No current program, whether it be vathholding, compulsory savings, or 

spending tax, can be applied at the rates necesŝ .iy as long as the 1942 tax debt is 

also simultaneously payable. There is no escaping the conclusion that tho income 

tax on 1942 incomes must be either dropped or deferred. 
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The second broad purpose for this income-tax reform rests on personal and 

huMine grounds- On the first of January under our present system some 27,000,p00 

citizens will be in debt to the federal government for .income tax. If wo estimate 

two persons bnck of each taxpayer, we !v.ve 80,000,000 people involved in the hazard 

of income-tax debt. It is inevitable tint every year, even in 1943, some fsmall 

percentage of our taxpayers will suffer loss of income from one or another cause. 

"£vcn if as few as i& wero so affocted, this w*,uld mean mere than a million taxpayers 

in trouble because of income-tax dubt. What aru the reasons that might make for 

1 :>wjr current income for the individual income-tax payer? Men are called into the 

armed services, others go into government work at lower pay, men and women are 

vlisplaced from peace-time industry by war-time dislocation, some suffer sickness 

a rid accident, others must retire because of advancing years. All of these find 

tint now with the new high tax rates their income-tax debt becomes an intolerable 

hardship, wiping out savings that hove been accumulated over the years. And for 

the hundreds of thousands that have already been injured, millions of us aro in 

danger, because wo aro each subject to the same hazards and the same inevitable 

loss of income. 

The present system is a bad system for all of us, ond it should and can b.e 

corrected. It is clear that the government cninot continue for long to be the 

creditor of some ,000,000 taxpayers and their families in debt for income tax, 

particularly ;vhen there is no substantial question of revenue involved in skipping 

a year and getting the whole country on a current pay-as-you-^o basis. 

In order to accomplish this desirable? objectivvj of getting our income taxes on 

a current basis, I sungesteu to the Treasury in March of Last year and to tho Senate 

Finance Committee in July a plan which I called the Pay-As-You-Go income tax plan. 

This plan is to be rpplied to individuals, not to corporations. Since then there 

has boon a great deal of discussion, many suggestions and a little criticism. 

I welcome this opportunity to make a statement about the plan which will bring 

:it up to date, adding to and modify in ;r tho origin?! plnn In the i <tM. r>? t> o - .v. 
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gestions and criticisms which I have received. 

The first problem is how to get our personal income taxes on a current basis 

two years1 texes in one year. The answer is as simple as daylight 

saving. Let us turn our tax clocks ahead one year. The tares we have paid last 

year out of our 1342 incomes are taxes on our incomes received in 1941. We can 

best solve the problem now by recognizing these 1942 payments to be taxes on 1941 

as they really are; and by beginning 1945 by pcying on 1945, thereby dropping out 

the year 194?. from the tax calendar forever. 

In my original testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, I suggested 

dropping out 1941, but the Treasury preferred that if any yesr was to bo dropped, it 

should be 1942. Now that 1945 has already begun it is clear that the Treasuiy is 

right, and that 1942 would be a better year to skip. It is unfortunate that action 

could not have been taken in time to make practical the skipping of 1941. The year 

1341 would have been a much better year to be skipped f-T many income-tax payers 

who ere serving the people of the United States in the armed forces or in the 

federal civil service. Perhaps some method can be worked out to give thera the 

choice of 1941 or 1942. I hope that this can be done. 

The question arises at once in everyone!s mind, how can v/e drop an income-tax. 

year out of the calendar in this way without having the Treasury lose a lot of 

money that is badly needed for the war effort? The answer is that we shall all go 

along paying :*ur income taxes as we have before, only they will be on a current 

basis. The Treasury will also go along getting its revenues. The only difference 

is that when a taxpayer dies or ceases to receive income he will not owe income 

as he does under the present system. Reduction of tax payment by the taxpayer as a 

result of setting the tax clock ahead occurs only at some future date, when and 

as the taxpayer's income ceases or declines. The reduction is therefore spread 

over the whole life-time of the present income-tax paying generation, and occurs 

beneficially for each taxpayer at the time when his incuoe fnils. As for the 
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Treasuiy, the Treasury has never considered taxes receivable as an asset, and 

accordingly they can be written off the balance sheet of the government without 

the change of a single penny. 

If wo study the consequences of the plan over the generation we find 

that since the loss would be spread over t period of some 55 to 50 years, the 

gross amount of eight billion dollars estimated as the tax liabilities on 

1942 income would amount to an r.veragc of only $160,000,000 to $220,000,000 a 

year over this period. This gross loss of revenue in any ccse would bo 

partially offset by better tax collections and collection methods and also 

hy recoveries through the estate tax of pr-rt of what would otherwise hrvc 

been payable as incomo tax. The loss in revenue is relatively not substantial 

in comparison with the gross tax revenues to be received in those years. 

Another way of looking at it is thr-.t the net loss over a generation would 

be about the same as one month1 s current expenditures. The first big loss 

would come, if at all, in the first year of a post-ŵ .r depression and it 

would occur as a timely adjustment both for the economic welfare of the nrtion 

and for the help of each individual taxpayer whose income had suffered 

reduction. It is a small cost to achiovr n b'-sic income-tax reform, preserving 

the integrity of the nystcm and affecting beneficially f7,000,000 citizens. 

The question is sometimes raised as to the effect of the? plan on inflation. 

The only person? who would have more c.sh on h-nd under the plan arc the few who 

have accrued their income taxes and who hold them in liquid form. These ere few 

indeed and they are not spendthrifts. On the contrary, it is - matter of common 
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observation that the American people will not spend their savings, or their V.ar 

Bond purchases when they have once been acquired, excc.pt under conditions of real 

economic pressure. Striking evidence of this is found in the familiar Christmas 

Savings Clubs, whore money is purposefully saved to buy Christmas presents; rnd 

yet whon the time for expenditure comes, under all the pressure of the holiday 

season and in spite of the identification of the savings with the season, only 

50$ of the Christmas Club resources are actually spent for consumer purchases. 

As a matter of fact, since the Pay-As~You-Go pi* n rill make withholding taxes 

possible at a high level, and since we will be collecting for 1943 in 1945, the 

tot' 1 effect will be anti-inflationary rather than otherwise. 

The Tax Research Department of the Treasury feels that c. withholding tax rt a 

high rate is important in keeping taxpayers current. I too frvor withholding tf>x, 

because it makes it easier for people to keep on ?< pay-as-you-go h^sia. And if we-

want a withholding tax at r high rrto, the P.vy-As-You~Go pirn does solve th: 

problem of having a withholding tax „ ithout having some amount of double t^xrtion; 

thct is, of paying two yerrs* taxes in one. However, if a withholding trx provision 

at v. high rato turns out to be either undesirable or impractical, the P°y~As~Y?u-

Go plan stands on its own foot as v sound method of getting the country free of 

income-tax debt. 

The second point in the Pry-As-You-Go income tax plan is designed to solve the 

problem of how we can pay our income taxes on a current b^sis, when we do not know 

at the beginning of a year what our income is going to be in th?t year. The way 

of solving this problem is not too difficult. V<e v 111 go r.hend as we do today, 

filing an incoma tax schedule about the fifteenth of March declaring our previous 

year's income. But this will be a tentative return for the y c r then beginning 

and we vdll pry our current taxes on the bnsis of this tentative return. After 

the year* had ended there would have to be °n adjustment up or down depending on 

Jiethor our actual income for the year v*as greater or less th n tlr.t on our 
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tentative return. But this adjustment would be made on the same blank and rt the 

same time es our return for the following year. This return rould be rt one time 

the finol return for the old y e~r end the tentative return for the new. There 

would be no doubling of re-.turns involved and only - few extra lines for the 

adjustment computations. 

The third feature of the plan is the provision for relief in ease f« taxpayer 

knows M s income in the current year is going to be less or greater thr.n thnt of 

the year of M s tentative declaration. The plan provides thnt he rir.-y declare his 

truo knowledge of lower or Mgher income, as result of salary changes, rnd. so 

forth, which have actually occurred, and make his current payments accordingly. 

This provision eliminates the nvikŵ rdner.s of *. voidable ye; r-end adjustments 

f-.nd keeps the- plan closer to a true pry--as--you~p;o basis then it would otherwise be. 

The fourth point about the plan covers the special provisions for minimising 

objectionable "windfall" coses. These provisions were riot included in the originrL 

plan and haye been added to meet a widespread fueling that, even though the 

number of cases be few, it is desirable to girrd gainst them. 

To meet this feeling, I have nv do the followin.̂ ; tlree .suggestions for 

handling these "windfall" cases: 

(1) Do not cancel the income tax on capital ;;ains. Cupit^l grins rve not 

like ordinary recurring income, end c\n properly be scp̂ r-vtod out in the plfn. 

(£) Provide a special death tf-x to recover whrU. mry be considered "windfall'1 

arising because of death in 1 9 4 o r during some appropriato transition period. 

('£) In all cases where claim for credit excceds $10,OCX), or some other 

suitable amount, take an average of 1941, 1941:, ixid 1945. The average of the three 

yocrs will be a practical wry of determining a frir normal income instead of 

"windfall" Income• 

These throe provisions will catch all of the most objectionable "windfall" 

cases. But even so, there may still bo a fov; remaining. f'hat then? 
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Much as I dislike windfalls, even if they cannot be entirely eliminated, I 

am still for the plan* In all fairness, we should not refuse to do good for 

millions simply because we will be doing too much good for a few that don't 

deserve it. 

The fifth point about the Pay-As~You-Go income tax plan is that it proposes 

to give equal treatment to all taxpayers under the plan. This means to skip e 

tax year for all alike in every bracket and start the whole countiy income-tax-

debt free, 

These are ray reasons* For those in the lower brackets, the plan will 

obviously have far-reaching beneficial results since unfortunate circunmtr-nces of 

loss of income will not be doubly unfortunate bccause of last year1 s debt. 

For those in the middle brackets, the plan will eliminate countless personal 

and family tragedies, free many able citizens for public service, and step up the 

efficiency of American industiy by making possible the retirement and pensioning 

of executives who are holding on, largely to pay their income tax and never catching 

up. 

For those in the upper brackets, it will make much less practical diff^r^nce 

than might appear. First, because like anybody else, as long ?s they h ve their 

income they continue to pay their taxes; and, when they die, what otherwise would 

have been payable as income tax on the taxpayer's previous year's income is 

subject to estate taxes in his highest brackets. 

But apart fron the practical considerations, the reason I fovor over-rll 

application of the principle is because it g^ves equal treatment to all t'xp^yers 

under the plan. In adopting Pay-As-You-Go by skipping a year, I believe we should 

trent all citizens alike. As we turn the tax clock ahe.̂ d for some, we should turn 
AS OF 

it ahead for all, and get the whole nation out of income-tax debt 1Q, the beginning 

of 1945. 
In so far as wo want more equality of income and of wealth we con hnve these 
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through tho progressive income tax and the progressive estate tax, but v,e should 

not use this general income-tax reform f Pr.y-As-You-Go unequally to accelerate 

indirectly the impact of progressive taxation. Let us achieve such levelling, or 

lack of it, as wo desire, directly through legislative action on measures 

explicitly drawn to servo that purpose. 

There is a deeper and perhaps n truer Fay of looking at this problem of 

correcting our income tax practice equitably. Most agree, I suppose, on a 

policy of taxation based on ability to pny, with graduated rates as steep or ns 

mild as Congress from time to time determines proper, \;c are not unmindful of 

other social criteria for the imposition of taxes, but presumably these would all 

be consistent v.lth ability to pay. 

If we now look at our tradition'J. income-tax practice fimdamc.nt^lly, vc see 

what we have really been doing is to estimate ability to pay in tormj of lr.pt 

yearls income. Now as a matter of observable fact, If st ye: rfs inco^c is over 

and gone as income; it is a critorion of ability to pay only in so f-.r as l^st 

year1^ income, rcmr-inr as a residue in current '/ealth, or as it portends income 

presently to be received. 

The true significance of the Pay-As-Yon-Go plan is th'<t it denies the 

applicability of last year's income as r. criterion either of current wealth or 

of income presently to bo received; "nd therefore rejects, for • 11 alike the use 

of last year's income as a basis of taxation according to ability to p^y. The 

plan involves not only the elimination of income-tax debt; basically it involves 

a change in the criterion of ability to pay. By starting the nev year rith & 

new criterion of ability to pay, we simultaneously start it rith all citizens 

income-tax-deb t free, 

The Treasury has devised a modified plan which would apVly to the full tnx 

debt of some taxpayers and to only a t rt of the tax debt of the rest. Concretely, 

the Treasury proposed that tho tax year be skipped for only the normal t'.x rnd 
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the lowest bracket rate of surtax (that is, a total of 10 per cent and that the 

balance of the' tax debt remaining should be paid over tho next two years)9 this 

in addition to current income taxes that will be payable in those years* The 

Treasury conceded that this would leave between 10 and ?0 per cont of our t^xp°yers 

still owing the government for taxes on their last year's income. This group of 

10 to £0 per cent includes practlcrlly all of the country1 s technic 1, 

administrative, and professional workers, men -nd women vital to the creative m d 

dynamic evolution of our country who need freedom from income-tax-debt danger as 

much as anyone else. 

I am invariably asked what the Treasury1s objections are to the plan. In 

order to answer tnis question, I have analysed the sources known to me of official 

Treasury pronouncement on the plan. These consist of the following: 

(1) Statement to tho press by Randolph Paul, August 19, 194-2, as reported in the 

New York Times, 

(2) Press reloc.se of August 24, 1942, from the Treasury. 

Hadio speech by Randolph Paul o'n August .31, 1942, over the Mutual Network. 

(4) Speech by Randolph Paul to tho National Lawyers1 Guild, September 26, 1942. 

(5) Letter by Randolph Paul in reply to Louis Qrornfiell in the Washington Post 

of December 17, 1942* 

On analysing these several statements, thure appear to bo four principal 

points of difference, 

(1) The Treasury raises tho point of administrative difficulties. Here the 

objection is so weak that the following statement is us ad • flIn effect, the Ruml 

plan requires two returns and two sets of computations to determine one year's tax." 

Yes, in effect, that is true, but in fact it in all d<na at the same tiiiio and on 

tho same return. 

(2) The Treasury suggests the possible danger of inflation. This objection 

falls into two parts: first, people who have savud for taxes may spend their 

savings and, second, people would not bare the repressive influence on their 
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s pondin* vS n largo impending tax liability. This ar^uaont ha3 boon presented 

strongly only in the December letter to Mr. BromficlxU As I have said earlier, 

the few v.ho have accrued their taxes aro not spendthrifts, and second, the burden 

of current tax payments under the Pay-As-You-Go plan will be as >vre>:t, or greater 

\Jv.n; p ymcnts c^iinst the debt on li st y incomo under our present practice. 

In a later sentence, Llr. Paul states, "as cVsirabls i.3 collection at the source 

is, it 5,s unnecessary to adopt it at th<3 co^t of for^ivinj a yr̂ ar1:? liability." 

This sentoncc seens to imply that there is thought of collecting two years1 t'.xes 

in one ye.vr, in whole or in part for to-no or all incone-t^x payers. This 33 

crcr.ctly what we went to avoid, Confess fixes the incoma-tax rates according to 

its judgment an to what is proper at th^ time, Th?.se r^tes rro fixed openly, r.nd 

t.o c:.rry-over of rebt liability should be :>̂ rr:;itto<? to carry us beyond the decision 

of Congress to th-3 assessment to be imposed currently on the iiicc:vo-.ta.r payers. 

If, in the opinion of some, the burden should be :;re..-.ter, tha evidence can be 

presented to Congress and it will mkc :.n explicit determination of its own for 

the country, 

(3) The Division of Tax Hesearch of the Treasury has persistently insisted 

that the Pay-As-You-Go plc.n be lin):ed with collection at the source. I have from 

the bp-jinnin£r favored collection at the source ^nd have said r,o. I think collec-

tion at the sourco Improves the P&y~As-You~Go plan. But collection at the scurco 

is not indispensable for Pay-As-You-Go. Accordingly, jlf collection ;.t the source 

proves impractical or inacceptablo there is no reason for not having the benefits 

of the Pay-As-You-Go plan anyway. I bccano particxd&rly o,?prohom>i.VQ au;out linlcin̂  

s-You-Go too closely with a withholding t:v: uftov -jn incident before Senator 

Claries sub-committee on the withholding tax <hieh oe-n̂ tor Cl^rk described In the 

hTe. York of August XO, 19^ . On the aarao ec.y that the Division of Tax 

iv'search ddvoc«..tin;:; collection at the source, the Collector of Internal Revenue, 

another do>art^ent of the Treasury, ,rraised a mtnb'̂ r of objections" to it, Under 
the circumstances, It ieeaad to me that I had gone far enough In expressing favor 
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for the withholding tax without tieing up the Pay-As~You~Go plan in a controversy 

that was in no way crucial as far as the Pay-As-You-Go plan wa3 concerned• I gladly 

support the recommendation for collection at the source, but not at the risk of the 

Pay As You Go plan itself. As a matter of fact, I doubt whether ?/e can have a 

withholding tax at the needed high rates without first adopting the Pay-As-You-Go 

plan. 

(4) Tho last objection of the Treasury centers around the question of giving 

equal treatment to all taxpayers. I have made tho suggestions which you have heard 

for eliminating "windfall" cases , but thv^o seom not to satisfy the Treasury 

jince they do not and are not intended to affect the higher brackets that ar«> not 

"windfall" cases. It has boon my feeling that, except for "windfalls", all citizens • 

should be treated alike and the tax year should bo skipped for all. 

I feel that the Treasury misjudges tho political tides because it is too 

close to the waves. I believe that the country is tired of .indirection in the 

attempt to achieve a levelling beyond the explicit acts of Congress. Equal treat-

ment for .'ill by turning thes tax clock ahead for all alike has been a point of 

principle that I have felt worth while defending. 

But this point of principle is one that Congress properly will decide. If 

the principle is not so important, or If I have wrongly construed it, then I must 

point out frankly that it is entirely practical to draw up a Pay-As-You-Go plan 

that would leave a residue of debt remaining to bo paid by taxpayers in the higher 

brackets. Several proposals of this sort have been suggested, but none of them, 

s they stand, is satisfactory because tho residue of debt remaining is not 

efficiently closely related to ability to pay. But a plan could be drawn up that 
rould leave a residue of debt payable .and at the same time relate this debt 

;harply to the taxpayer's ability to pay. 

One criticism of the plan that has boon made fcy some, but not to my knowledge 

ty the Treasury, stems from a feeling that somehow it is wrong to cancel a debt. 
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These critics would like to get on a pay-as-you-go basis in 1943 > but retain the 

tax liability for 1942 as well, although they recognise that it must be deferred 

or spread over many years. The effect of all such proposals is to complicate the 

problem, to leave a disagreeable debt overhanging millions of taxpayers—a debt 

that would bo a perpetual football of politics—and to increase beyond the will 

of Congress, as expressed in legislated income-tax rates, the burden of payments 

to tho federal government assessed on tho individual taxpayer. 

The feeling that it is somehow wrong to cancel a debt runs very deep and it 

i3 respected in quarters where tho feeling itself is not shared. It is not easy 

to find the reason. Certainly it is a common practice, as evidenced by the exper-

ience' of banks and other commercial institutions, to reorganize debtor-creditor 

relations without prejudice, upon the initiative of either party, whenever it 

becomes necessary in furthering the best continuing interests of both. Removal 

of debt liabilities in this way is considered a means of preserving the integrity 

of the relationship and a recognition of joint intermit in a future welfare. It 

avoids the deceit and bitterness characteristic of evasion and default. 

Certainly tho cancelling of debt in order to further the welfare of alfl 

concerned has had the high approval of age-old moral authorities. An interesting 

contemporary comment has been made on the plan itself • A writer in the Information 

Servico of the Federal Council of Churches, after describing the Pay~As-You-Go plan, 

goes on to say, "At the meetings of various inter-denominational organizations held 

at Cleveland in December, a member of this Department's staff informally inter-

vi,:v/od a number of church officials and found, those consulted uniformly in favor 

of the plan,11 

There is also a special reason why tho liabilities which have arisen under 

our income tax procedure may properly be set aside as I have suggested. These 

liabilities are not debts such as those which arise in the exchange of money, 

property, or services between private individuals, They cannot be removed by 

feankrdpiqjr proeaadings* the contrary, tfagy are the result nf a unilaterally Digitized for FRASER 
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imposed levy by a legislative body under a traditional practice of assessment 

recognised by all to bo defective. This practice was in fact so defective that in 

1942 not only was tho income-tax debt itself so imposed, but tho amount of the debt 

was not established until October 21, 194V* nearly ten months after the taxable 

year began. 

There would therefore appear to be neither practical nor ethical grounds of tx 

general charr.ctor for not cancelling the old income-tax liability if that seems tho 

best way of solving our problem. Moreover, in view of the defect and in our 

.income-tax law there is sound and .just reason a by the correction should now be made. 

At this time when citizens will bear more tax burden than ever before, and when the 

expectation of additional burdens is in the minds of all, Congress may well extend 

a friendly and a helping hand to tho nation1s taxpayers. Congress may well remove 

the distress of income-tax debt from the unfortunate whose incomes fail,and tho. 

fear of income-tax debt from the rest of us. 

Broadly speaking, what will tho plan accomplish? 

The Pay-As-You-G o income tax plan is a three-way plan. 

First of all, it 3.3 a plan that will relieve thousands of citizens from 

hardship and distress arising from income-tax debt, and that will bring peace of 

mind to millions more who are in incomo-tax-debt danger. 

Second, it is a method for cleaving the docket for an all-out war-financing 

program. If we can all bo free of incomo-tax debt on the first of next year, we 

can start on a pay-as-you-go basis and stay there. If we need high withholding 

taxes we can have them; if we need to supplement voluntary savings with compulsory 

savings, we can do that too. But whatever is called for, it would bo paid out of 

tho current year's income as an assessment on tho same year's income. We would 

not be paying for dea.d horses while we are fighting a war. 

In the third place, the Pay As You Go income tax plan is the best kind of 

financial planning for tho post-war period. Our policies can then be forward 
looking, not backward looking* Wa will not be trying to collect I m o m taxes fro* 
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poplo who are unemployed; v/o will not be debating whether we should collect taxes 

on 3.9-41 incomes from men demobilized from tho armed forces. We will not have a 

roondinft spree in the first little bcomlet, fin;.need on mixi'ld taxes, and then a 

tax-debt headache if incomes should drop off for year or so. 

The chances of getting the new ye .r 1^3 on a pay-as-you-go basis seem to me 

to be distinctly good. I feel that a Pay-As-Yen--Go plan in a form acceptable to 

Congress will certainly bo adopted, because income-tax layers want to pay their 

taxes on a current basis, they want to be free of income-tax debt and they know 

it can be done without hurting the Treasury and without paying two years1 taxes in 

-no. The taxpayers know that Pay-As-Y:>u-Go solves the problem simply and fairly 

by skipping an income-tax year. They know the whole trouble was caused by a basic 

defect in cur income-tax law which has oxistc" from the beginning, that of paying 

r, tax n last ygay's income out of this year's receipts. This defect was net 

their fault imd they know it, Thoy want it correctcd and they want to be on a 

pay-as-you-go bar.is in 1943 * 

Enough time has elapsed since the plan went to tho Treasury and since it was 

nraie public before tho Senate Finance Committee to permit the development of 

criticism, suggestions, ,.nd modifications of the plan. The critics have not been 

negligent and I feel sure that the abjections which have been raised are the result 

of painstaking examination. At the same time, the lack of force in the objections-

which havo been male t<~ the; plan has boc-n apparent to pros3 anr public alike and 

ha>? been the subject of nation-wide comment. 

It seems to me that we are rapidly approaching the time when the Pay-As-Ycu-

Go plan will be in the realrft of legislative action The needed decisions and 

c wprcmieoo aro the appropriate responsibility of Congress. The evidence is in. 

Lot us have earnest-consideration and early action. 

As a nation of individuals we will be better able; to meet the present and to 

attack whatever the future has in store for u* if wo are r^d 4a cvr , 
and f being oat of income-tax debt, we em pay as we go out of what we earn. Digitized for FRASER 
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